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1. Introduction 
Semiperfect modules were introduced by Mares [15] as a generalization of semi- 
perfect rings: A projective module P is called semiperfect when every quotient of 
P has a projective cover. She showed that the characterization f semiperfect rings 
given by Bass [3, Theorem 2.1] carries over to this more general situation, proving 
that P is semiperfect if and only if Rad(P) is small in P, p/Rad(P) is semisimple 
and every direct decomposition of P/Rad(P) lifts to a direct decomposition of P. 
Other characterizations of semiperfect modules followed soon in the work of several 
authors [13, 17,2], and in [12] the notion of semiperfect module was extended to 
non-projective modules. Also, semiperfect modules were generalized in [24], where 
a module Mis called tr-semiperfect i fMis a semiperfect object in the category aiM] 
of all the modules ubgenerated by M. 
We consider a (hereditary) torsion theory in the category R-Mod of left R-modules 
and the corresponding left Gabriel topology N on R. The natural way to define 
relative semiperfect modules o that when #'= {R} (that is, when every R-module 
is torsion-free) we get just the semiperfect modules is to call M N-semiperfect when 
the module of quotients Mar has the property of being semiperfect onsidered as an 
object of the quotient category (R, ~)-Mod. Many of the difficulties one may find 
in this new setting arise from the possibly pathological behaviour of (R, N)-Mod 
which, according to the Gabriel-Popescu theorem can be any Grothendieck cate- 
gory. For example, it may happen that (R, ~)-Mod has no non-zero finitely gene- 
rated objects or that it has no non-zero projective objects. For this reason it will be 
sometimes necessary to impose some additional conditions to the Gabriel topology 
One of the points which plays a particularly important role in the theory of semi- 
perfect modules is the fact, proved in [3], that the (Jacobson) radical of a non-zero 
projective module is a proper submodule. This is not always the case in a Grothen- 
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dieck category. Actually, if we consider a spectral category ~ [6], then it is easy to 
see that Rad(P):~ P for every (projective) object if and only if Y is locally finitely 
generated. More generally, if ~ is locally finitely generated, then Rad(P)~:P for 
every non-zero projective object P (Proposition 3.10) (the analogous result for the 
subcategory tr [M] of R-Mod subgenerated by M had been proved by Lenzing, see 
[24]). We use this property to get characterizations of Y-semiperfect modules in 
terms of the relative Jacobson radical Rad~.. 
In the first part of the paper we define and study strongly Y--projective modules. 
These are the R-modules uch that every Y--dense submodule is ~--projective, or 
equivalently, M~r is a projective object of (R, Y-)-Mod. This allows us to define ~. 
projective covers and when every quotient of a module M has a Y-projective cover 
we say that M is a Y--semiperfect module. This is equivalent to M~r being semi- 
perfect in (R, Y)-Mod. Next, we study Y--semiperfect modules, and show, for in- 
stance, that if P is a strongly Y--projective module, then P is Y=semiperfect if and 
only if Sate(P) is a supplemented lattice (for Y-= {R} this gives [13, Satz, p. 526]). 
We obtain other characterizations of strongly Y--projective Y--semiperfect modules 
(Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.19) which are relativizations of results in [15], [17] 
and [2] for semiperfect modules. We apply these results to the study of ~'-semi- 
perfect rings (that is, rings such that RR is a Y--semiperfect module). We give an 
example that shows that a ring may be semiperfect without being Y--semiperfect 
(Example 4.50)). Also, if Y is a perfect Gabriel topology, then R is Y--semiperfect 
if and only if R~r is a semiperfect ring (Corollary 4.4) but in general R may be 3r. 
semiperfect without R~r being a semiperfect ring (Example 4.5(iii)). 
In the last part of the paper we show how the methods developped here can be 
applied to the study of (absolute) semiperfect modules. To this effect we consider 
the Gabriel topology Yp generated by the trace r(P) of a projective module P. We 
study Y-p-semiperfect modules, which are not necessarily semiperfect. However P 
is semiperfect if and only if it is Y-p-semiperfect and this allows us to give a new 
proof of a theorem of Mares [15] and Ware [23] which says that if P is a projective 
module, then EndR (P) is a left perfect ring if and only if P is perfect and finitely 
generated. 
Throughout his paper R will denote an associative ring with identity and all 
modules M are left R-modules unless otherwise stated. When dealing with endomor- 
phism rings, we use the convention of writing endomorphisms opposite scalars. If 
Y- is a left Gabriel topology on R, t is its associated left exact radical of R-Mod. 
For every module M, Y(M) is the filter of Y-dense submodules [9, p. 24] while 
Satf(M) denotes the lattice of Y--saturated submodules of M [21, p. 207]. In the 
lattice of submodules of M there is a closure operator def'med by 
L c = {x e M [ (L:x) ~ Y') for every L C M, and L = L c if and only if L ~ Satf(M) [21]. 
We will denote by (R, f ) -Mod the quotient category associated with Y. (R, f ) -  
Mod is the full subcategory of R-Mod whose objects are the f-closed (i.e., the f- 
torsion-free and Y-injective) modules; it is a Grothendieck category. There are func- 
tors q:R-Mod-"RrMod and a:R-Mod-*(R, gr)-Mod, which assign to each 
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module its module of quotients M~r. a is an exact reflector (it is left adjoint of the 
inclusion i:(R, ~)-Mod~R-Mod),  while q is left exact [21]. If q is exact, then ~- 
is said to be an exact Gabriel topology [9]. There is a natural transformation ~ from 
the identity functor of R-Mod to the functor ia. If Sub(M~r) denotes the lattice of 
subobjects of M~r in (R, ~)-Mod, then there is an isomorphism of complete lattices 
between Sub(M~r) and Sat~-(M) induced by ¢/m :M-,My [21, 4.4, p. 208]. M is 
called J-noetherian (resp., ~=artinian) if M~-is a noetherian (resp., artinian) object 
of (R, ~)-Mod, i.e., if Satyr(M) is a noetherian (resp., artinian) lattice. 
A non-zero module M is said to be ~--cocritical [9] when it is ~=torsion-free and 
every proper quotient of Mis a ~--torsion module. A module Q is called ~--codivisible 
[4] if Ext l (Q,N)=0 for every N-torsion-free module N, and an epimorphism 
p: Q-~ M is said to be a Y-codivisible cover of M if Q is ~--codivisible and Ker p is 
a f-torsion-free superfluous ubmodule of Q [4]. 
A Grothendieck category is called spectral if every object is injective. In par- 
ticular, if ~ denotes the Goldie topology of R, then (R, ~)-Mod is spectral [21]. We 
will say that a Gabriel topology ~- is spectral [11] if (R, ~)-Mod is a spectral cate- 
gory. ~- is called faithful if RR is N-torsion-free. J- has a basis of finitely generated 
left ideals if every I~ ~- contains a finitely generated left ideal which belongs to ~r; 
in this case (R, ~-)-Mod is locally finitely generated, because R~r is a finitely gene- 
rated generator [21]. The converse is not true in general (see [21, 2.4 and 2.5, pp. 
247-248]). If ~- is exact and has a basis of finitely generated left ideals, then f is 
said to be perfect [21]. 
The .~--radical of a module M, Radar(M), has been defined in [14, p. 73] as the 
intersection of the submodules of M which are maximal in Sat~-(M). As it is shown 
in [18] and [7], Rad~.(M) is the unique ~--saturated submodule of M such that 
(Rad~-(M))~= Rad(M~r), where Rad(M~r) is the (Jacobson) radical of M~r in 
(R, ~')-Mod, and it is easy to see that Rad~ defines a radical of the category R- 
Mod. The ~-socle of M, Sock(M), is defined in [7] as the unique ~'-saturated sub- 
module of M such that (Soc~-(M))~r = Soc(M~r) (in (R, ~-)-Mod). Soc~r is a left exact 
preradical of R-Mod. If Sock(M)= M, th6n M is said to be ~--semisimple; this is 
equivalent to M~r being a semisimple object of (R, ~)-Mod. The ~-semisimple if-
torsion-free modules are characterized by the property that they contain a dense 
direct sum of ~=cocritical modules [7]. In [5] these modules have been called ~'-semi- 
critical. 
We refer the reader to [9] and [21] for all the torsion-theoretic notions used in 
the text; we usually follow the terminology of [21]. 
2. ~=projective covers 
Definition 2.1. Let Y be a left Gabriel topology on R and M a left R-module. M 
is said to be strongly N-projective if every diagram in R-Mod 
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M 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
N , N'  
P 
such that N is a Y-closed module, N'  is a Y-torsion-free module and Imp ~ ~-(N'), 
can be completed commutatively. 
Note that in the above definition, N'  can also be taken to be a Y-closed module. 
On the other hand, if in Definition 2.1 we substitute the condition that p be an 
epimorphism for the weaker one that Imp e Y(N'), we obtain the Y-projective 
modules defined in [10]. Thus, a strongly Y-projective module is Y-projective, but 
we will see that the converse does not hold. In fact, we have the following charac- 
terization: 
Proposition 2.2. For a left R-module M the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is strongly ~-projective. 
(ii) Every L ~ ~(M) is Y-projective. 
(iii) Mr is a projective object in (R, Y)-Mod. 
(iv) Mr is strongly Y-projective. 
Proof. (i)= (ii): Let p e HomR(N,N') be an epimorphism with N J-closed and N' 
Y-torsion-free, and let fe  HomR(£,N'), where L e Y(M). If ~ :N'--,N'~ is the 
canonical homomorphism, it follows from the fact that N~ is Y-injective that there 
exists g e HomR(M, Njr) such that g [L = ~/f- Since Im(~p) e Y(N~), we get from (i) 
that there exists heHomR(M,N)  satisfying ~uph=g. Thus (~ph) lL=glL=~f. 
Since ~u is a monomorphism, we have that (ph)IL =f- 
(ii) = (iii): Let p e HomR (N,N') be an epimorphism in (R, Y)-Mod, that is, an R- 
homomorphism between the Y-closed modules N and N'  such that Imp e Y(N'). 
Let f :  Ms--N"  and set L = (f~,)-l(Im p) (where ~ : M~Mr is the canonical homo- 
morphism). Since M/L is isomorphic to a submodule of N'/ Imp and hence a 5- 
torsion module, we have that L E f (M) ;  thus it follows from (ii) that there exists 
geHomR(L,N) such that Pg=(f~)[L. As N is a Y-injective module, there is a 
homomorphism h :M~N such that h [L =g. Now, using the fact that (R, J)-Mod 
is a reflective subcategory of R-Mod, we obtain u~HomR(Mr,  N) with h=u¢/. 
Thus we have (puw) lL=(Ph)lL=pg=(fw)lL; whence pu~/=f¢/ and therefore 
pu =f. 
(iii) ~ (i): Let pc  HomR (N,N') with N,N'  ~-closed modules and Imp e ~(N'). If 
feHomR(M,N'),  we have as before that there exists geHomR(Mr, N' ) such that 
f=  gel. From our hypothesis we infer that there exists h : Mr-* N with ph = g and 
thus phw =g¢/ = f . 
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Finally, since (M~)~-=M~ it is clear that condition (iv) is also equivalent to con- 
dition (iii). [] 
As an immediate consequence of the above result, a module M is strongly 9-- 
projective if and only if M/t(M) is strongly ~=projective. Also, from the above pro- 
position we get the following characterization of exact Gabriel topologies: 
Corollary 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Y- is exact. 
(ii) R R is strongly ~--projective. 
(iii) Every Y--projective module is strongly f-projective. 
(iv) The functor a: R-Mod ~ (R, ~-)-Mod preserves projective objects. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.2, the equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from 
[10, Theorem 4.5]. 
(i) = (iii): It is an immediate consequence of the exactness of the inclusion functor 
i: (R, 3r)-Mod--, R-Mod. 
(iii) = (iv): Clear. 
(iv) = (ii): Clear, by using Proposition 2.2. [] 
Remark. In general, there are no inclusion relationshiPS between the classes of pro- 
iective and strongly Y--projective modules. For instance, if Y-is not exact, the above 
:orollary shows that RR is not a strongly Y-projective module, while if Y-is the 
9oldie topology over a non-semisimple ring R, then there are strongly Y--projective 
R-modules which are not projective. 
In [14] a submodule L of M is said to be Y--superfluous if, for NCM,  we have 
:hat L + N~ Y-(M)= N~ Y-(M). We will denote by S~(M) the collection of the Y= 
~uperfluous submodules of M. From [14] and [7] we have the following character- 
zation of Y--superfluous ubmodules. 
Proposition 2.4. Let L C M. The following conditions are equivalent: 
O) L e S~(M). 
(ii) L c e S~(M). 
(iii) L c is a superfluous element o f  the lattice Satf(M). 
(iv) L~ is superfluous in M r (as a subobject in (R, Y-)-Mod). 
(v) (L + t(M)/t(M)) ~ S~(M/t(M)). 
Proof. See [14, Proposition 5.4] and [7, p. 85]. [] 
Definition 2.5. Let M be a left R-module. A Y-projective cover of M is a homomor- 
~hism e: P~M where P is strongly f-projective, Ime ~ Y(M) and Ker e e Sf(P). 
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If ~= {R} is the trivial Gabriel topology of R, then it is clear that a ~--projective 
cover of M is just a projective cover of M in the usual sense. 
In the following proposition, ~t denotes the canonical projection from M to 
M/t(M) .  
Proposition 2.6. Let M be a left R-module and e ~ HomR(P,M). The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) e is a Jr-projective cover o f  M. 
(ii) 7re is a Jr-projective cover o f  M/t (M) .  
(iii) ~ve is a ~--projective cover o f  M r.  
(iv) e~r: Pgr~M~r is a projective cover o f  My  in (R, J-)-Mod. 
(v) e r  is a ~r-projective cover o f  the R-module Mr .  
Moreover, i f  N is a module such that N r has a projective cover in (R, ff)-Mod, 
then N has a ~--projective cover. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): Clearly, Coker(lte) is a quotient of Coker e and hence a ~-torsion 
module; whence Im(Tte) e Y(M/t(M)) .  Moreover, if we set L = Ker e, N= Ker(Tte), 
we see that L e ~-(N) and thus Lr=NrCP~.  Using Proposition 2.4 we get that 
Ne S~(P) and so 7re is a ~-projective cover. 
(ii) = (iii): We have that Ker(~ve) = Ker(Tte) is a ~--superfluous submodule of P. On 
the other hand, there is an exact sequence: 
0-~ Coker(Tte) ~ Coker(~e) --* Coker g/~ 0 
where Coker(~te) is ~--torsion by (ii) and Coker ~v is also ~-torsion [21, p. 196]. 
Since the class of ~-torsion modules is closed under extensions, we get that 
Im(~e) ~ Y(Mr).  
(iii) = (iv): Since ~,e :P~M~ is a ~--projective cover, we have that P is strongly 
Y-projective, K = Ker(c/e) ~ S~(P) and Im(~ve) ~ ~-(Mr). Thus we get in (R, Y)-Mod 
an exact sequence 0~Ksr--}Py~-~--~S~Mr --* 0 where Pr  is projective (Proposition 2.2) 
and K r is superfluous in P r  (Proposition 2.4). Therefore er  is a projective cover 
of Mr  in (R, ~)-Mod. 
(iv) = (i): This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2, Proposition 2.4 
and the exactness of a :R-Mod~ (R, Y)-Mod. 
Also it is clear that (v) is equivalent to the other conditions. 
Finally, if v : X--}N~ is a projective cover of Nr  in (R, ~-)-Mod, the pullback of 
the canonical homomorphism ~v:N~Nr  and v gives a commutative diagram in 
R-Mod: 
¢t 
Q ,N  
IJ 
X ,N~ 
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where, as it is well known, Ker¢ = Ker ~ and Coker ¢ C Coker ~. Since Ker ~v and 
Coker ~ are f-torsion modules, we have that ¢ r  is an isomorphism in (R, f ) -Mod 
and thus a t= v. Therefore a is a :-projective cover of M by (iv)= (i). [] 
The following lemma will be useful in the study of f-projective covers: 
Lemma 2.7. Let p ~ HomR (M, N) such that Imp e J(N). The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) Ker p e S~(M). 
(ii) Im(pf) e J (N)  = Im fe  J (M).  
Proof. (i) = (ii): Im(pf) e J (N)  implies that p-l( Im(pf)) e J (M)  and since 
p-l( Im(pf)) =Imf+Kerp  we have that Imf+Kerpe  J(M).  Using (i) we obtain 
Im f e J(M). 
(ii) = (i): Let XCM such that X+ Kerp e J (M)  andj  : X~Mthe  inclusion. Then, 
we have as before Imj+Kerp=p- l ( Im(p j ) )  belongs to J (M)  from which it 
follows that Im(pj)e J ( Imp) .  Since Imp e J (N)  we have that Im(pj)e J (N)  and 
using the hypothesis (ii) we get that X= Im je  J (M). [] 
Proposition 2.8. Let geHomR(P,M) be a f-projective cover of  M and e'e 
HomR (P', M)  an homomorphism with P' strongly f-projective and Im(e') e J (M).  
Then there exist submodules X, Y e Sat~(P') such that XCI Y= t(P'), X+ Y e J(P'),  
X~=P~, e' Ix is a f-projective cover of  M and e'(Y)Ct(M). 
Proof. Since P '  is a strongly f-projective module and Im(er) belongs to Y-(Mr), 
rIMe" factors through er,  that is, there exists g:P ' -~Pr  such that erg = tIMe'. Now 
Im(efg) = Im(C/Me' ) is : -dense in Mr  (because Im(e')e J (M)  by hypothesis and 
also Im ~/MeJ(Mr)  . Moreover er,  being a f-projective cover of Mr ,  has J -  
dense image and f-superfluous kernel. Thus from Lemma 2.7 it follows that 
Im g e J (P r ) .  Inasmuch as P r  is a f-closed module, there is a unique homomor- 
phism h :P'f -~Pr such that h~p,=g and from the fact that Imge J(P~r) it follows 
that Im h e J (P r ) .  Since P~r is a strongly f-projective module, we have that there 
exists j : Pr-~P'f  with hj = lps. Let X= ~vp:(j(Pr)) e Satf(P') and Y= ~: (Ker  h) = 
Ker g e Satr(P').  There exists a lattice isomorphism Sat~(P~) =Sat~(P') [21, 4.3, 
p. 208] in which L e Satf(P~-) corresponds to ¢/~:(L) and from P~-= Imj~Ker  h 
we deduce that XN Y= t(P'), X+ Ye  J(P'). If u :X-~P r is the homomorphism 
induced by restricting ~,j,., it is clear that ur :X f - ,P  r is an isomorphism. Now, we 
have that 
(~'Me' ]X)r = (erg Ix)r = (erh)~(~g ]x)r = (trh)r( ju)r= e 
and by Proposition 2.6 q/p,e' [x is a f-projective cover of Mr  and e' ]x is a J -  
projective cover of M. Finally, since Y= Ker g, it is obvious that e'(Y)CKer(q/M)= 
t(M). [] 
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Corollary 2.9. Let e e HomR (P, M), e' e HomR (P; M) be ~-projective covers of M. 
Then, there exists an isomorphism h "P y-~P'~ such that e'~h=e y. 
Remark. We note that, in general, two ~-projective covers of a module M need not 
be isomorphic. For instance, let ~ be an exact Gabriel topology and/,  Je  ~, with 
I~  J. Then, the canonical inclusions of I and J in R are ~-projective covers of R. 
3. ~-semiperfect modules 
Definition 3.1. Let : be a left Gabriel topology on R, MeR-Mod.  M is said to be 
:-semiperfect if every quotient module of M has a ~-projective cover. 
If :=  {R}, then it is clear that M is :--semiperfect if and only if it is a semiperfect 
module in the sense of [12]. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Me R-Mod. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is Jr-semiperfect. 
(ii) Every ~-torsion-free quotient of  M has a °J-projective cover. 
(iii) M r is a semiperfect object of  (R, ~)-Mod. 
(iv) M r is a :-semiperfect R-module. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): Trivial. 
(ii) = (iii): Let X be a quotient object of Mr  in (R, : ) -Mod.  Let Y be the image 
of the R-homomorphism M .W,My--*X. Then, Y is a torsion-free quotient of M 
and, since Ye ~r(X), Yy=X.  Thus, X has a :--projective cover in (R, ~)-Mod, as 
a consequence of Proposition 2.6. 
(iii) = (i): This follows from Proposition 2.6. 
The equivalence of (iv) with the other conditions is now immediate. [] 
Remark. It is clear using Proposition 3.2 that M is Y-semiperfect if and only if 
M/t(M)  is :-semiperfect. On the other hand, if feHomR(M,N)  is such that 
Imfe  ~-(N) and M is 5-semiperfect, then N is also :-semiperfect. We now give a 
partial converse of this property. 
Proposition 3.3. Let p e HomR(M,N) be an homomorphism such that Kerpe 
S~(M) and Imp ~ ~(N). Then, if N is °J-semiperfect, M is also ~-semiperfect. 
Proof. Let q:M-*X  be an epimorphism and consider the pushout square cor- 
responding to p and q: 
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P 
M +N 
I 1 
p' 
X , Y  
Then it is easily seen that Ker p' e S~r(X) and Imp'  e f (Y) .  Since N is f-semiperfect 
and q' is an epimorphism, there exists a N-projective cover e : P~ Y of Y. Then 
el: P f - "  Y~r can be factored through pjr (because P~r is strongly N-projective), 
that is, e~r=p'fh with h eHomR(P~r, Xf) .  From Lemma 2.7 it follows that 
Im h e f(X~r). Also it is clear that Ker h, being a submodule of Ker e~r, is a f -  
superfluous ubmodule of P~-; whence h is a N-projective cover of X~. Using Pro- 
position 2.6 we see that X has a N-projective cover and hence M is f-semiperfect. 
Examples 3.4. (i) There exist semiperfect modules (even semiperfect rings) which are 
not f-semiperfect. For instance, let R be a ring which has an idempotent two-sided 
ideal I contained in the Jacobson radical of R, such that the Gabriel topology f 
generated by I is faithful. Then there are no non-torsion strongly N-projective 
modules. To see this, let P be a N-torsion-free strongly N-projective module. Then 
it is clear that IPe Y-(P)and so IP is a N-projective module (Proposition 2.2). Let 
p:R(J)-~IP be an epimorphism (for some set J). From [9, 16.2] it follows that 
there exists a dense submodule X e f ( IP)  and a homomorphism f :X~R t J) such 
that pf  is the inclusion of X in IP. But, clearly IP is the least submodule of f (P )  
and thus f ( IP)= {IP }. Therefore X= IP and so IP is a direct summand of R (J) 
and hence a projective module. Therefore, if IP#O, then IP has a simple quotient, 
which is necessarily N-torsion-free (because IP has no proper dense submodules) 
and so there exists a maximal left ideal d /o f  R which is Y--saturated. But since IC J ,  
this is impossible and so we must have IP = 0 and P= 0. 
A concrete xample of this situation is obtained taking R to be a rank one non- 
discrete valuation domain and f= { J ,  R}, where d/ is  the maximal ideal of R. Thus 
in this case R is a semiperfect ring which is not Y-semiperfect for this Gabriel 
topology. 
(ii) Conversely, it is easy to give examples of f-semiperfect modules which are not 
semiperfect. For instance, if f is a spectral Gabriel topology [11], then every left 
R-module is f-semiperfect by Proposition 3.2. On the other hand, if R is a f -  
artinian ring, then every left R-module is also f-semiperfect, because in this case 
(R, f ) -Mod is equivalent to a category S-Mod with S a left artinian ring [1, Theorem 
12.12] and thus every object of (R, f ) -Mod is semiperfect and Proposition 3.2 ap- 
plies. An example of this situation is given after Proposition 5.11. 
Definition 3.$. Let M be a left R-module. M is said to be f-supplemented if for 
every L CM, there exists L'CM such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) L + L' e ~(M). 
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(ii) If NCL" is such that L+N• f (M) ,  then N•  f (L ' ) .  
Remarks. It is easy to see that in the above definition one can take L and L' to be 
f-saturated and also that M is f-supplemented if and only if M r is a supplemented 
object of the category (R, f ) -Mod.  On the other hand, for a given L CM, there may 
exist supplements L' and L" such that L'CL ~ (provided that L '•  f(L")). In fact, L' 
is a f-supplement of L if and only if (L') c is a supplement of L c in the lattice 
Sat~(M). Also, one can easily show that condition (ii) in the above definition can 
be replaced by the condition that LAL '•S~(L ' ) .  Finally, we point out that in a 
similar way to the proof of [12, 5.2.4(b)] one can show that if L' is a f-supplement 
of some submodule of M and L ~ is a f-supplement of L', then also L' is a f-supple- 
ment of L ~. 
The following result is a generalization of a theorem in [13] and of [17, 
Theorem 3.3]. 
Theorem 3.6. Let e : P~ M be a f-projective cover o f  M. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) M is f-semiperfect. 
(ii) P is f-semiperfect. 
(iii) P is f-supplemented. 
Proof. (i)= (ii): is a consequence of Proposition 3.3 and ( i i)= (i) is trivial. 
(ii) ~ (iii): Let LCP  with canonical projection p:P~P/L  and let e:Q~P/L  be 
a f-projective cover of P/L. From Proposition 2.8 it follows that there exist 
X, Y• Sate(P) such that X+ Y•  f (P ) ,  YCL  c and p Ix is a f-projective cover of 
P/L.  Then we have that X+LC• Y(P) and thus X+L • f (P ) .  Moreover, since 
XnL=Ker (p lx ) ,  XGL•S~(X) .  From the remarks following Definition 3.5 it 
follows that X is a f-supplement of L. 
(iii) = (ii): It is enough to show that if N• Satf(P),  then P/N  has a f-projective 
cover and this in turn is equivalent to the fact that X= (P/N)~r has a f-projective 
cover (Proposition 2.6). Let L' • Sat~(P~.) be a f-supplement of L = N~ in P f  with 
canonical inclusion j : L '~p~.  If p : Pf~X is the canonical homomorphism, we 
see that, since L + L' • f (P f ) ,  Im(pj) • f (X) .  Moreover, Ker(pj) = L AL' belongs 
to S~(L') (see the remarks following Definition 3.5). Thus it suffices to show that 
L' is a strongly f-projective module to get that pj : L '~X is a f-projective cover of 
X. Now, let L~• Sat~-(Py) be a f-supplement of L' in Py .  If we set Y= (P/L')f ,  
with canonical homomorphism u:P~Y,  we see that the homomorphism 
uj : L '~  Y has f-dense image (because L '+L '•  f (P f )  implies Im(uj)• f(Y))  and 
satisfies that Ker(u j )=L 'AL '•S~(L ' )  (because L' is also a f-supplement of L~in 
P f  as it was remarked after Definition 3.5). Since P~- is a strongly f-projective 
module and L '•  Sat~(P~-) is also a f-dosed module, there exists v • HomR(P~-,L') 
such that u j r  = u. Since L" is a supplement of L' in the lattice Satj~(P~.), it is clear 
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that if K= Ker o~L',  then L n cannot be a superfluous element of the lattice 
{Ze Sat~(P~)IKCZ}. This means that L' /K is not a superfluous element of the 
lattice Sat~r(P~/K) and, using the lattice isomorphism Sat~r(P~/K)-*Sat~(L') 
given by N~N~,  that (L'/K)~ is not a superfluous element of Sat~(L'). But dearly 
(L'/K)jr corresponds to Ker(uj)eS~r(L') and so we must have K=L", that is 
Ker(uj) = O. Then uj is an isomorphism and L' is strongly ~--projective. [] 
Proposition 3.7. I f  M is a ¢r-semiperfect module, then M/Rad~(M) is 
J-semisimple. 
Proof. Since K~I=M/Rad~(M) is ~-semiperfect, there exists a J--projective cover 
t : P-*AI and by Theorem 3.6 P is a ~-supplemented module. Then, in a similar way 
to [12, 11.1.4] we have that A~t is also ~-supplemented. Now, if L e Sat~A~r) 
and L' is a saturated ~-supplement of L, we see that LAL'eS~(IVI), so that 
LAL'CRad~(t(,I)=O and thus L' is a complement of L in Sat~(Al). Therefore 
Sat~(A~) is a complemented lattice and to end the proof we show that AT/contains 
a dense submodule which is a sum of ~--cocritical submodules [7, (2.2.2)]. Let X be 
the sum of all the ~--cocritical submodules of 37/. If X is not J--dense in AT/, then 
X c has a non-zero complement in Sat~(A~), say Y. Then Y does not contain 3r- 
cocritical submodules and thus Sate(Y), which is also a complemented lattice [21, 
Prop. 2.2, p. 65] has no maximal elements. Then we would have that Rad~(Y) = Y 
is a non-zero module, and this is in contradiction with the fact that Rad~(AT/)= 0. 
Therefore Xe  ~-(A~) and the proof is complete. [] 
In order to characterize ~-semiperfect modules, we give some properties of the 
Jacobson radical of a Grothendieck category. 
Proposition 3.8. Let ~ be a Grothendieck category and X an object of ~. I f  
Y C Rad(X) is a finitely generated object of ~, then Y is superfluous in X. 
Proof. Assume that X= Y+Z with Z~X.  Then YcZZ and using AB5 and the fact 
that Y is a finitely generated object of ~ we obtain that there exists a subobject L
of X which is maximal among the subobjects of X which contain Z but do not con- 
tain Y. Then L is a maximal subobject of X and thus YCRad(X)CL, which is a 
contradiction. [] 
Corollary 3.9. Let ~ be a locally finitely generated Grothendieck category and X 
an object of  ~. Then Rad(X) is the sum Of the superfluous subobjects of X. 
Proof. It is clear that the sum of the superfluous subobjects of X is contained in 
Rad(X). The converse inclusion follows from the fact that every object of ~ is a 
sum of finitely generated subobjects. [] 
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Remark. If 4 is not locally finitely generated, then the sum of the superfluous sub- 
objects of X is contained in Rid(X) but the converse is not always true [8]. 
The following result is due to Bass [3, Prop. 2.7] in the case 4=R-Mod. Also 
Lenzing gave a version of it in the case that 4 is the Grothendieck category sub- 
generated by a R-module M (see [24]). 
Proposition 3.10. Let 4 be a locally finitely generated Grothendieck category and 
P :# 0 a projective object o f  4. Then Rid(P) #: P. 
Proof.  Let P be a projective object of 4 such that Rid(P)= P and XC P a finitely 
generated subobject of P. Since P is the sum of its finitely generated subobjects, it 
will be enough to show that X= O. By hypothesis there exists a split epimorphism 
r: (~i Ui-'~ jO, with right inverse s, where the { Ui }i ~ i are finitely generated objects 
of 4. If u:X~P denotes the inclusion, using AB5 we see that su factors through 
a finite direct sum (~F Uii and if P ' (~ I  U i~F  Uij, q: (~F Uij~(~, Ui denote 
the canonical morphisms we define h~End~(P) by h=rqps. Clearly hu=u and 
Im h C Im(rq) is superfluous in P, since Im(rq) C Rid(P) = P is finitely generated and 
hence superfluous by Proposition 3.8. From the fact that Im h+Im(1-h)=P we 
get that Im(1-h)=P,  that is, 1 -h  is an epimorphism. The canonical morphism 
o : P - ,  Coker h satisfies o(1 - h) = o - oh = o and therefore Ker(1 - h) C Ker o = Im h 
is a superfluous ubobject of P which is also a direct summand; hence 1 -h  is an 
isomorphism and from the fact that (1 - h)u = O, we get that u = 0 and so X= O. [] 
Remark. The above result does not hold if the Grothendieck category 4 is not 
assumed to be locally finitely generated. For instance, if 4 is a continuous pectral 
category [6], then Rad~ is the identity of 4 and every object of 4 is projective. In 
fact, for a spectral category, the condition Rad(P)~:P for every (projective) object 
is equivalent to 4 being locally finitely generated. 
Corollary 3.11. Let Y be a Gabriel topology such that (R, Y)-Mod/s locally finitely 
generated and P a strongly Y-projective module which is not Y-torsion. Then 
Rad~.(P) ~: P. 
Proof.  Since P f  is a projective object of (R, Y)-Mod, we have by Proposition 3.10 
that (Rad~r(P))f=Rad(Pf):/:Pjr and so Rad~(P)#:P. [] 
If M is a left R-module, we will say that a family {Mi}i~I of R-submodules 
of M is a Y-decomposition of M if MiN(~, j , iM j )Ct (M ) for every i~L  and 
~,IMi~Y(M). This means that (~1(Mi)jr=Mjr in the Grothendieck category 
(R, Y)-Mod, i.e., ( (~i(Mi) j r ) f=Mf.  If f :  M~N,  we say that the Y-decomposition 
{N/}iei of N lifts with respect to f if there exists a Y-decomposition {Mi}i¢1 of M 
with f(Mi) ~ Y(Ni) for each i e I. 
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Proposition 3.12. Let i f  be a left Gabriel topology on R such that (R, if)-Mod is 
locally finitely generated. Let e : P--} M be a if-projective cover o f  M, and assume 
that there exists a if-decomposition of  M, {Mi}ie z with Mi~Satf (M) ,  and mor- 
phisms {Pi : Qi -'} g i  }ieI with Qi strongly if-projective, Im pi e i f (g i )  and Ker PiC 
Radf(Qi) for each ie I .  Then the if-decomposition {Mi}i~ ~ lifts with respect o e. 
Proof. Let p:  (~)~ Qi~-~ pi (~zMi-+M be the homomorphism induced by the Pi and 
Pf :  ((~i Qi)r--}My its image by the localization functor. Since p is the product of 
two homomorphisms which have dense images, we have that Imp e if(M) and thus 
it is clear that Impf~ if(Mr) also. On the other hand, since ({~z Qi)jr is a strongly 
Y-projective module, P~ and M~r are if-closed modules and Im e~ ~ if(Mr) (because 
e~ is a if-projective cover of Mr),  there exists g : ((~)i Qi)f-" P~ such that e~g =p~. 
Moreover, from Lemma 2.7 it follows that Img ~ if(Pr). Now, using the fact that 
P~ is also a strongly if-projective module we see that g is a split epimorphism and 
therefore ((~i Qi)~ = P~rO) Ker g. Since Radf((Qi)~) = (Radf(Qi))~ and, by hypo- 
thesis, KerpiC Radf(Qi), we get that Ker(Pi)r= (KerPi)~rC Radf((Qi)~r). But as 
P~= (~I  (Pi)r)~, we have that Kerp~= ((~)y Ker(Pi)r)~C ((~i Rad~((Qi)r))~-= 
(Radf(~)i (Qi)~-))~ = Rad~((~l(Qi)~)~r)= Radr(((~)i Qi)f). Since Ker gCKer prC  
Rad~'(((~)1 Qi)~) it is clear that Ker g = Rad~(Ker g) and from Proposition 3.10 (or 
Corollary 3.11) it follows that Ker g = 0 and thus g is an isomorphism. For each i ~/, 
let (P i )~=g((Qi)r )cPr .  Since {(Qi)~}iei is a if-decomposition of ((~iQi)r, it is 
clear that {(Pi)r}i~z is a if-decomposition of P r  and from the fact that P(Qi) is if- 
dense in M i we infer that pf((Qi)~) ~ if((Mi)~). Thus e~((Pi)~) is if-dense in (Mi)~r 
and so the if-decomposition {(Mi)~.}i~i of Mr  lifts with respect o er.  To end the 
proof we define Pi = ~p ~((Pi)~). By the lattice isomorphism Sat~(Pr)= Sate(P) in- 
duced by ~,-~, the family {Pi}i~i s a if-decomposition of P and we are going to 
show that e(Pi)~ if(Mi) for every i~I.  Since Mie Sate(M), we have that Mi= 
~MI((Mi)r) and then we have a commutative square for each i e I: 
Pi gi 
1 
(Pi)7 ' (Mi)~r e~r 
where Im(er~) ~ if((gi)~r ) (because Im(esr) is if-dense in (gi)sr and Im V/belongs 
to if((Pi)sr)). Then it is easily seen that e(Pi) e if(Mi) and the proof is complete. [] 
Corollary 3.13. Let i f  be a Gabriel topology such that (R, i f)-Mod/s locally finitely 
generated and M a if-semiperfect module with a if-projective cover e : P--} M. Then 
every if-decomposition {Mi}i+1 of  M with MieSatf(M) lifts with respect o e. 
Proof. Since Mf=((~)1(Mi)f)~r , it is clear that each (M/)sr is a if-semiperfect 
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module and hence each Mi is also f-semiperfect (Proposition 3.2). Thus each M/ 
has a Y-projective cover and using Corollary 3.9 we see that the hypotheses of Pro- 
position 3.12 are satisfied. [] 
Remark. If the Y-decomposition {M i}i~ i of Corollary 3.13 is assumed to be finite, 
then a slight modification of the arguments used in Proposition 3.12 shows that 
Corollary 3.13 holds without the hypothesis that (R, f ) -Mod is locally finitely 
generated. 
Proposition 3.14. Let p~HomR(M,N)  with KerpeSar(M)and Impe l (N) .  / f  
Sats(N) is a complemented lattice and each finite Y-decomposition o f  N lifts with 
respect o p, then M is Y-supplemented. 
Proof. Let L CM. Since SatAN) is complemented, there exists a Y-decomposition of
N of the form {p(L)C,X} with X~ Satar(N). Lifting this Y-decomposition with res- 
pect to p, we get L 'CM such that p(L') ~ f (X) .  Since (p(L) c +X)  e f (N) ,  we have 
that p(L + L') = (p(L) +p(L')) ~ f (N) .  Then L + L'+ Kerp =p- l (p(L  + L')) ~ f (M)  
and since Ker p ~ Sat(M), it follows that L + L'~ f (M) .  Moreover, we see that 
p(LnL ' )Cp(L )np(L ' )Ct ( Imp)  and thus LNL'C(Kerp)  c. Since (Kerp) c is #'- 
superfluous in M (because Kerp ¢ S~(M)), we have that L N L'~ S~(M). Since 
L~ is a direct summand of Mar, we see that (Lf'IL')ar~S~(L~) and therefore 
LNL'~S~(L' ) .  This means that L' is a Y-supplement of L in M and the proof is 
complete. [] 
We now obtain a characterization of strongly Y-projective f-semiperfect 
modules, which for f=  {R} is a well-known result of Mares [15]. 
Theorem 3.15. Let P be a strongly Y-projective module and assume that the follow- 
ing conditions hold: 
(i) P /Rads(P)  is f-semisimple (or Satar(P/Radar(P)) is a complemented lat- 
tice). 
(ii) Radar(P) is Y-superfluous in P. 
(iii) Every Y-decomposition (or finite Y-decomposition) { M i } i ~ i o f  P/Rad s(P ) 
with Mi~Sats(P/Rads(P))  lifts with respect o the canonical projection e:P-" 
P/Rads(P).  
Then P is a f-semiperfect module. I f  moreover (R, f ) -Mod is locally finitely 
generated, then the converse holds. 
Proof. Assuming (i), (ii) and (iii), we get from Proposition 3.14 that P is f-supple- 
mented and hence f-semiperfect (see Theorem 3.6). 
Conversely, if P is f-semiperfect, then (i) follows from Proposition 3.7. If more- 
over we assume (R, f ) -Mod to be locally finitely generated, observe to prove (ii) 
that since P is f-semiperfect, P = P/Rads(P)  has a Y-projective cover and by Pro- 
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position 2.8 there exist X, Ye Satf(P) such that e Ix is a f-projective cover of P, 
XN YCt(P), X+ Yef (P )  and YCRad~(P). Then Pf=XfO)  Y f  and Y fC  
(Radf(P))~ = Radf(P~). Then we see that Yf = Rad~(Yf) and since Yf is strongly 
Y--projective (because it is a direct summand of P~r), we have that Yf = 0 (Proposi- 
tion 3.10). Hence YC t(P) and since X+ Y is f-dense in P it follows that Xe  f (P ) .  
Therefore (e I x ) f=ef  and so e is a f-projective cover of P which implies that 
Rad~(P) e S~(P). 
Finally, (iii) follows from (ii) and Corollary 3.13. [] 
Remarks. Note that conditions (i)-(iii) imply that P is f-semiperfect, even in case 
that P is not strongly f-projective (Proposition 3.14) and that if P is f-semiperfect, 
then condition (i) holds without the hypothesis that (R, f ) -Mod is locally finitely 
generated. However this additional hypothesis is necessary to prove (ii), for if 
(R, f ) -Mod is a continuous pectral category, then every R-module P is strongly 
Y-projective (and hence f-semiperfect) but if P is not a torsion module, then 
Rad~(P) = P is not f-superfluous in P. 
Corollary 3.16. Let f be a Gabriel topology such that (R, f ) -Mod is locally finitely 
generated and Me R-Mod. Then M is f-semiperfect if and only i f  the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) M/Rad~(M) is f-semisimple (or Satf(M/Radf(M)) is a complemented lat- 
tice). 
(ii) Radf(M) is f-superfluous in M. 
(iii) There is a f-projective cover e : P~M/Radf (M)  such that every f-decom- 
position (or finite f-decomposition) of M/Rady(M) by f-saturated submodules, 
lifts with respect o e. 
Proof. If M is f-semiperfect, (i) follows from Proposition 3.7. To see (ii), let 
p: P - ,  M a f-projective cover of M. Then P is a strongly f-projective Y-semiperfect 
module (Theorem 3.6) and by Theorem 3.15 Rad~(P)e ST(P). Since Ker p e S~(P), 
we have that KerpCRad~(P) and thus Radf (P /Kerp)=Radf (P ) /Kerp  (because 
Radar is a radical in R-Mod). Since Radf(P) e S~(P), we have that p(Rad~(P)) = 
Rad~(Imp) is f-superfluous in M. But since Impef (M)  we see that 
(Radf(Im p)) f  = Rad~(M~.) =(Radf(M))f  and thus Rad~r(Im p) e f(Rad~r(M)). 
Then Radf(M)= (Radf(Imp))C e Sf(M) (Proposition 2.4). (iii) is a consequence of
• Corollary 3.13. 
Conversely, if (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, from (i) and (iii) it follows by using 
Proposition 3.14 that P is f-supplemented and hence M/Rad~(M) is f-semiperfect 
(Theorem 3.6). Now Proposition 3.3 shows that M is Y-semiperfect. [] 
Recall that a left R-module is called local if it contains a maximal superfluous 
submodule. In a similar way we call a module M f-local if Mr  has a maximal and 
superfluous subobject in (R, f ) -Mod.  Then we have: 
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Proposition 3.17. Let Me R-Mod. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is ~'-local. 
(ii) My is ~--local. 
(iii) There exists a homomorphism p ~ HomR (M, C) with C f-cocritical, Imp 
~r(C) and Ker p ~ Sy(M). 
(iv) Rady(M) is f-superfluous in M and maximal in Saty(M). 
(v) Rad~(M) is the greatest proper saturated submodule of  M. 
Proof. (i) ~, (ii): Obvious. 
(ii) ~, (iii): This is a consequence of the lattice isomorphism between Sate(M) and 
Sub(My). 
(i i i)= (iv): Since Imp is ~=cocritical, it is clear that Rady(M) is contained in 
Kerp. On the other hand, since Kerp e S~(M) we have that KerpCRad~(M). 
Hence Kerp= Rad~(M). 
(iv) = (v): If L e Saty(M) and L q: Rady(M), then L + Rady(M) e f (M)  because 
of the maximality of Rad~(M). But as Rady(M) is also ~-superfluous, we get that 
L e f (M)  and thus L = M. 
(v) = (iii): Let C = M/Rady(M) and p:  M~ C the canonical projection. Since 
Rad~(M) is maximal in Saty(M), C is a f-cocritical module. Moreover, if L CM 
is such that L + Rady(M)e f (M) ,  then L c is not contained in Rad~(M) and thus 
LC=M, that is L~f (M) ,  which shows that Kerp=Rady(M) is  ~--superfluous 
in M. [] 
Next, we study strongly f-projective Y-local modules, which turn out to be f- 
semiperfect modules. 
Proposition 3.18. Let f be a Gabriel topology such that (R, ~)-Mod is locally finite- 
ly generated and P a strongly f-projective non-f-torsion module. Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) P is ~--local. 
(ii) EndR (Py) is a local ring. 
(iii) [LCP, L¢  f (P) ]  = LeS~(P) .  
(iv) P is f-semiperfect and there are no f-decompositions of P by proper ~- 
saturated submodules. 
Proof. (i)=(ii): Let f~EndR(Py)  with Imf~Y-(Py). Since Py  is a strongly f- 
projective module, f is a split epimorphism. Using (i) we see that Ker f~ Sf (P f )  
and thus Ker f=0;  hence f is an isomorphism. Now, if geEndR(Py), then from 
Im g + Im(1 -g )= Py  it follows that g or 1 -g  is an epimorphism and therefore a
unit in EndR (Py) .  Thus EndR (Py) is local. 
(ii) ~ (iii): Let L CP  such that L ¢ f (P ) .  Then Ly is a proper f-saturate~i sub- 
module of Py.  Let p : Py- - ,Py /Ly  be the canonical projection and let X~ Satf(Pf), 
with canonical inclusion u:X-*Py ,  such that Ly+X~f(Py) .  Then Im(pu)e 
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y(P~/L~) and, since P~ is strongly f-projective and X is f-closed, there exists 
o e HomR(P~-,X) such that p=puo, that is, p(1 -uo)= O. Thus 1 -uo  is not an epi- 
morphism and from (ii) it follows that uo is an isomorphism and so, u is an isomor- 
phism. Hence X=P~ and therefore L~ S~(P~), which implies L ~ S~(P). 
(iii) = (iv): It is clear from (iii) that P is f-supplemented and hence f-semiperfect 
(Theorem 3.6). It is equally clear that P has no proper f-decompositions. 
(iv) = (i): From Theorem 3.15 it follows that Rad~(P) is f-superfluous in P and 
P/Rad~(P) is f-semisimple. If P/Rad~(P) is not f-cocritical, then any proper f -  
saturated submodule has a complement in Sat~(P/Rad~(P)), in contradiction with 
(iv). Thus Rad~-(P) is also maximal in Sate(P) and so (i) follows from Proposition 
3.17. [] 
We give now a characterization of f-semiperfect and strongly f-projective 
modules, which for f=  {R} is [17, Theorem 3.7] and [2, Theorem 6]. 
Theorem 3.19. Let f be a Gabriel topology such that (R, f ) -Mod is locally finitely 
generated and P a strongly f-projective module. The following conditions are equi- 
valent: 
(i) P is f-semiperfect. 
(ii) Every f-cocritical quotient of  P has a f-projective cover and every f -  
saturated proper submodule of P is contained in a maximal f-saturated submodule. 
(iii) There is a f-decomposition of P, {Pi}i~i where Pi is a f-local module for 
each i t  I; and Rad~(P) is ~-superfluous in P. 
Proof .  (i) = (ii): By Definition 3.1, every f-cocritical quotient of P has a f-projective 
cover. Now, if L ~ Sate(P) is proper, then P/L is f-semiperfect and non-zero and 
so Rad~(P/L)CP/L (Corollary 3.16). Thus (ii) clearly holds. 
(ii) = (iii): If L + Rad~-(P) e f (P ) ,  then it follows from (ii) that L c = P, that is, 
L ~ f (P ) .  Thus Rad~(P) ~ S~(P). To show that a f-decomposition of P by f-local 
modules exists, we prove first that P = P/Radjr(P) is f-semisimple. Assume on the 
contrary that Soc~.(P)~ P. By (ii) there exists a maximal f-saturated submodule N
of P such that Soc~(P)CN/Radjr(P). Since P/Nis f-cocdtical, it has f-projective 
cover and from Proposition 2.8 it follows that there exists a strongly f-projective 
module XC P such that, if p denotes the canonical projection from P to P/N, p Ix 
is a f-projective cover of P/N. Then XAN~Sjr(X)  and since X is a f-local 
module, it follows from Proposition 3.17 that XnN=Ker(Plx)=Rad~(X).  
Thus XARad~(P) CRad~(X) and therefore XARad~(P)  = Rad~(X). Since 
(X+ Rad~.(P))/Rad~(P) is isomorphic to X/Rad~(X) and hence to P/N, it is a f -  
cocritical submodule of P and we have that (X+Rad~(P))/Rad~r(P)CSoc~(P) 
and so X+Rad~(P)CN. Thus XCN,  which is a contradiction. 
Now, consider a f-decomposition {Ci}i~i of P, with Ci~Sat~(P) and Ci f -  
cocritical for each i~I. From Proposition 3.12 this f-decomposition lifts to a f -  
decomposition {Pi}i~i of P. We claim that the induced homomorphisms Pi---~ Ci 
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are y--projective covers and thus the Pi are Y-local modules. It is clear that 
Im eiE Y-(Ci) for every i e I  and on the other hand, Ker ei is the image by the cano- 
nical projection from P to Pi of Ker e i (considered as a submodule of P). Since 
Ker eiCRad~r(P)cP, we have that Ker eieS~(P) and hence Ker ei~S~(Pi) from 
which it follows that ei is a y--projective cover. 
(iii) = (i): By hypothesis, P has a Y-decomposition {Pi}i~I with each Pi J-local. 
Then ~,IPi~Y-(P) and so Rad~(~,iPi)=(~,iPi)NRad~(P ). Then, if p:P--,P= 
P/Rad~(P) denotes the canonical projection, we have that (Y.IPi)/Rad~(~IPi) =
p(~,iPi)ey-(P) and on the other hand (~,iPi)/Rad~(Yf,1Pi)=Yf, lp(Pi)= 
~,i (Pi/Rad~(Pi)) • Thus ~1(Pi/Radgr(Pi)) is a y--semisimple module which is a o~_ 
dense submodule of P and therefore P is also y--semisimple. To end the proof 
observe that, since by (iii) Rad~.(P)e S~(P), using Theorem 3.15 we only need to 
show that any (finite) y--decomposition by y--saturated submodules of P lifts to a 
y--decomposition of P. According to Proposition 3.12, it suffices to show that if 
Xe  Sate(P) belongs to a y--decomposition of P, then there exists a strongly ~- 
projective module Q and a homomorphism p: Q-*X with Imp e Y-(X) and Kerpc 
Rad~Q).  Let Xe  Sat~(/~). Then X is y--semisimple and so there are y--cocritical 
modules {Cj}j¢j such that @jCj~Y-(X).  Since there exists YCP such that 
X~) Y~ Y-(P), it is easy to see that for every j ~ J exists a y--cocritical quotient of 
P (and hence of P), Cj such that Cj ~ Y-(Cj). Since the P /are  y--local modules, 
and ~,IPiey-(P), it is clear that for some i jeL the canonical homomorphism 
pj:Pi-~Cj is a y--projective cover of Cj and so the canonical homomorphism 
J - I  ~ Qj=pj (Cj)--c*Cj is a y--projective cover of Cj. Then if we set Q=(~j~jQj 
and the homomorphism e=(~jej "Q~(~j  Cj, we see that Ker e=(~)Ker ej= 
(~) Rad~(Qj) = RadF(Q). Then the homomorphism Qe~ (~j Cj-*X satisfies the 
hypotheses of Proposition 3.12. [] 
Corollary 3.20. Let Y- be a Gabriel topology such that (R, y-)-Mod is locally finitely 
generated and M a left R-module. The following conditions are equivalent: 
O) M is y--semiperfect. 
(ii) M and every y--cocritical quotient of  M have a y--projective cover and each 
proper y--saturated submodule of M is contained in a maximal y--saturated sub- 
module. 
(iii) Rad~(M) is y--superfluous in M and there exists a y--projective cover 
e : P ~ M such that P has a Y--decomposition {Pi } i ~ 1 with each Pi a Y-local module. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): Since M is y--semiperfect, it has a y--projective cover e : P~M.  
Then P is also Y--semiperfect, from which it follows that every y--cocfitical quotient 
of M has a y--projective cover. Using Theorem 3.19 we get that every proper f -  
saturated submodule of M is contained in a maximal y--saturated submodule. 
(ii) = (iii): Clearly Rad~(M) ~ Sf(M).  Let e : P~M be a y--projective cover of M. 
If L ~ Sat~-(P), L ~:P, then (L + Ker e) c is a proper y--saturated submodule which 
contains Ker e; hence e(L+Kere)  c is contained in a maximal y--saturated sub- 
module of  M. Then L is contained in a maximal y--saturated submodule of P. If 
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C is a Y-cocritical quotient of P, then there exists a Y-cocritical quotient C' of M 
such that Ce  Y(C') and so it is clear that C has a Y-projective cover. Thus (iii) 
follows from Theorem 3.19. 
(iii) = (i): Using Theorem 3.19 we need to show that Radar(P) is Y-superfluous in 
P. Thus, let L C P such that L + Rad~(P) ~ Y(P). Then e(L) + e(Rad~(P)) ~ Y(M) 
and since e(Rad~-(P))e Y(Rad~r(M)) and Radjr(M)eS~r(M) by (iii), we have 
that e(Rad~-(P)) e S~r(M); hence e(L) e Y(M). Then L + Ker e ~ Y(P) and as 
Ker e e Sjr(P) we get that L e Y(P). Therefore Radar(P) e S~r(P) and the proof is 
complete. [] 
Corollary 3.21. Let Y be a Gabriel topology such that (R, Y)-Mod is locally finitely 
generated. Then a finite direct sum of  Y-semiperfect modules is also a Y-semiperfect 
module. 
Proof. If {Mi}i= 1 ..... n are Y-semiperfect modules, then Rad~(Mi) is Y-superfluous 
in Mi for each i= 1, ...,n (Corollary 3.16) and so Rad~(~Mi )=(~ Rad~(Mi) e 
S~((~ Mi). On the other hand, if e i 'P i~Mi ,  i= 1, ...,n is a Y-projective cover, 
n . R ~ n then clearly (~)1 ei" (~1 Pi (~1 Mi is a Y-projective cover. Using Corollary 3.20, 
(i) = (iii), we see that t~)~ Pi has a Y-decomposition by Y-local modules and then, 
using Corollary 3.20, (iii)= (i), we get that (~ M i is Y-semiperfect. [] 
4. Y-semiperfect rings 
Definition 4.1. Let Y be a left Gabriel topology on the ring R. We will say that R 
is Y-semiperfect if the module RR is Y-semiperfect. 
In particular, we see that if Y= {R}, then a Y-semiperfect ring is just a semi- 
perfect ring in the usual sense. As we have seen in Example 3.4, a Gabriel topology 
Y may be such that R is a semiperfect ring but not a Y-semiperfect ring. 
We recall that a module M is called Y-finitely generated [16] if it has a finitely 
generated ense submodule. 
Proposition 4.2. Let Y be a Gabriel topology such that (R, Y)-Mod is locally finitely 
generated. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(j) R is Y-semiperfect. 
(ii) Every (Y-torsion-free) finitely generated left R-module has a Y-projective 
co ver. 
(iii) Every (Y-torsion-free) Y-finitely generated left R-module has a Y-projective 
cover. 
Proof.  (i) = (ii): If R is Y-semiperfect, hen R n is a 5-semiperfect module for each 
n_0  (Corollary 3.21) and so every finitely generated module is f-semiperfect. 
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(ii) = (iii): If M is Y-finitely generated, then there exists Ne  Y(M) such that N is 
finitely generated. Then N has a Y-projective cover e and composing e with the 
canonical inclusion from N to M we get a Y-projective cover of M. 
(iii) = (i). Clear. [] 
Proposit ion 4.3. Let Y be a Gabriel topology which has a basis of finitely generated 
left ideals. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R is Y-semiperfect. 
(ii) Every finitely generated object of  (R, Y)-Mod has a projective cover in 
(R, Y)-Mod. 
(iii) R has a Y-projective cover and every Y-cocritical quotient of  R has a Y- 
projective cover. 
(iv) There exists a Y-projective cover e : P - ,  R of R such that P has a Y-decompo- 
sition by Y-local modules. 
Proof .  The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from Proposition 4.2, beating 
in mind that, as Y has a basis of finitely generated left ideals, a left R-module M 
is Y-finitely generated if and only if M~. is a finitely generated object of (R, Y)-Mod 
[21, Ex. 5, p. 271]. 
Now, observe that in our hypotheses, condition (iii) is equivalent to condition (ii) 
of Corollary 3.20, as Sate(R) is a compact lattice [21, Props. 1.1, 1.2, p. 262] and 
hence every proper Y-saturated left ideal is contained in a maximal element of 
Sate(R). Analogously, it is clear that condition (iv) is equivalent to condition (iii) 
of 3.20. Thus the result follows from Corollary 3.20. 
Corollary 4.4. Let Y be a perfect Gabriel topology. Then R is a Y-semiperfect ring 
if  and only if R jr is a semiperfect ring. 
Proof .  Since in this case there is a category equivalence between (R, Y)-Mod and 
Rjr-Mod [21, 3.4 e), p. 231] this is a consequence of Proposition 4.3. [] 
Examples 4.5. (i) If Y is an arbitrary Gabriel topology on R, then it is possible that 
condition (ii) in Proposition 4.3 holds without R being Y-semiperfect. For instance, 
the Gabriel topology considered in 3.4(i), satisfies (ii) (since in this case (R, Y)-Mod 
has no non-zero finitely generated objects) and we have seen that R is not Y-semi- 
perfect. In fact, condition (ii) of Proposition 3.4 does not imply that R is Y-semi- 
perfect even if (R, Y)-Mod is supposed to be locally finitely generated. To see this, 
consider a ring S which is semiperfect but not left perfect and let M= S (~0 be a 
denumerable direct sum of copies of sS. Then M is not a semiperfect left S-module 
[12, 11.6.2]. If R = Ends(sM), then by the Gabriel-Popescu theorem [21, Theorem 
4.1, p. 220], there exists a Gabriel topology Y on R and an equivalence of categories 
from S-Mod to (R, Y)-Mod in which R jr corresponds to M. Thus it is clear that 
(R, Y)-Mod is locally finitely generated but Y does not have a basis of finitely 
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generated left ideals (because M is not a finitely generated S-module [21, Prop. 1.2, 
p. 262]). Also, it is clear that condition (ii) of Proposition 4.3 holds but not condi- 
tion (i) (since M is not a semiperfect S-module). Moreover, this example shows that 
conditions (ii)-(iv) of Proposition 4.3 cannot be added to Proposition 4.2. 
(ii) There are non-perfect Gabriel topologies Y which satisfy the equivalent con- 
ditions of Proposition 4.3, so that Y is not an exact Gabriel topology and R is a 
Y-semiperfect ring which is not strongly Y-projective. For instance, let S be a semi- 
perfect non-semisimple ring and M a finitely generated generator of S-Mod which 
is not projective. Then, if R=Ends(M),  using the Gabriel-Popescu theorem as 
above, we obtain that S-Mod is equivalent to (R, Y)-Mod, where Y is a Gabriel 
topology which has a basis of finitely generated left ideals but it is not exact. That 
is, R~. is not a projective object of (R, Y)-Mod. Moreover, since the property of 
being a semiperfect object is preserved under equivalences, R is Y-semiperfect. 
(iii) There exist Gabriel topologies Y such that Y is exact, (R, Y)-Mod is locally 
finitely generated and R is Y-semiperfect but R~- is not a semiperfect ring, so that 
the hypotheses of Corollary 4.4 cannot be weakened in this direction. For instance, 
let R be a left self-injective von Neumann regular ing which is not semisimple, but 
is an essential extension of its left socle. Then its Goldie topology f~ is exact [21, 
Prop. 2.12, p. 204] and (R, f~)-Mod is a discrete spectral category [21, Prop. 2.4, 
p. 247] and hence it is locally finitely generated. Clearly R is f~-semiperfect and since 
R~ is the maximal eft ring of quotients of R, that is, R~ =R, we see that it is not 
a semiperfect ring. 
As we have seen in Theorems 3.15 and 3.19, Y-semiperfect modules have a satis- 
factory characterization i  terms of Rad~ and the lifting of Y-decompositions, 
when (R, Y)-Mod is locally finitely generated and the module is strongly Y-projec- 
tive. This gives the following result (in which Y is not necessarily perfect according 
to Example 4.5(iii)): 
Theorem 4.6. Let Y be an exact Gabriel topology such that (R, Y)-Mod is locally 
finitely generated. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R is Y-semiperfect. 
(ii) R/Rad~(R) is Y-semisimple, Rad~(R)~S~r(R) and every Y-decomposition 
of R/Rad~(R) by Y-saturated submodules lifts to R. 
(iii) Every (cyclic) Y-cocritical module has a Y-projective cover and every Y- 
saturated proper left ideal of  R is contained in a maximal element of  Sate(R). 
(iv) There exists a Y-decomposition of R by Y-local modules and Rad~(R) 
S R). 
Proof. It is a consequence of Corollary 2.3 and Theorems 3.15 and 3.19. [] 
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5. Semiperfect modules with respect to a projective module 
Let P e R-Mod be a projective module. If P*= Home (P, R) is the dual module 
of P, then z(P) = ~fe p. Im f is an idempotent two-sided ideal of R and therefore 
Y-p={ICeRIz(P)CI} is a Gabriel topology. The corresponding torsion class 
Tp= {MeR-ModIHomR(P,M ) =0} is closed under products, and thus it is a TTF 
class [1]. It is clear that Me Tp if and only if z(P)M= 0. The modules belonging to 
the Y-p-torsion-free class Fp={XeR-Mod[Home(M,X)=O} for all MeTp.  are 
called z(P)-faithful modules; on the other side, the modules of the class Ap-  
{ Ye R-Mod I Home (Y, M) = 0 for all Me  Tp } are called z(P)-accessible modules 
and YeAp if and only if z(P)Y= Y or, equivalently, Y is generated by P (see [1] 
for details). 
Definition 5.1. Let Ne  Ap. We will say that N is z(P)-semiperfect if every quotient 
Z of N has a y-~codivisible cover Q--,Z such that Q e Ap. More generally, if 
Me  R-Mod we call M z(P)-semiperfect if z(P)M is z(P)-semiperfect. 
Note that if P is a projective generator of R-Mod then z(P)= R and so Ap= 
R-Mod, Te = {0}, Fp= R-Mod. In this case, a module is z(P)-semiperfect if and 
only if it is semiperfect. 
Lemma 5.2. Let Ne  Ae. Then N is y-e-codivisible if and only if N is strongly 
y-e-projective. 
Proof. Assume N is y-p-codivisible and let p e HomR(X,X') with X and X' Y'p- 
closed modules and Imp e fp(X') .  Let fe  Home (N, X'). Since Coker p e Tp and 
N is z(P)-accessible, it is clear that Im fC  Imp. Now, since X is Y-p-torsion-free, 
we get h :N~X such that ph =f. Conversely, let Ne  Ap be a strongly Y-p-projective 
module and let peHome(X,X ' )  be an epimorphism with X a Y-p-torsion-free 
module. If fe  HomR(N,X') we get a commutative diagram 
N 
I ~. X t X i 
1'1 
! 
¥1 i I g II1' 
I 
I 
X ~-p ~ X '~-p 
where g is obtained from the fact that N is strongly Yp-projective and, since p is 
an epimorphism, ImCosrp)e y-p(X~rp). Since Coker ?/is Y-p-torsion and N is ~(P)- 
accessible, we get h such that ~vh = g. Thus ~v'( f -ph)= 0 and so Im( f -ph)C  Ker q/' 
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is a ~-p-torsion module.  But as it is a quotient of N it is also r(P)-accessible and so 
f=ph. [] 
Theorem 5.3. Let Me R-Mod. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is z(P)-semiperfect. 
(ii) M is ~j,-semiperfect. 
Proof. (i)= (ii): Let M~ N be an epimorphism. Then r(P)N has a codivisible cover 
p : Q~ r(P)Nwith Q z(P)-accessible. Now, from Lemma 5.2 we get that Q is strong- 
ly ~-p-projective. Moreover, since Q e Ap, Q has no proper dense submodules and 
so the ~-p-superfluous submodules of Q are just the superfluous submodules. Then 
we have Kerp e S~rp(Q). Finally, since z(P)Ne °Jp(N), we obtain a ~p-projective 
cover of N composing p with the canonical inclusion of z(P)N in N. Therefore M 
is ~-p-semiperfect. 
(ii) = (i): If M is ~-p-semiperfect, then z(P)Me ~p(M) is also ~p-semiperfect and 
thus each quotient, N, of z(P)M has a ~-p-projective cover. If p:Q~N is a~p-  
projective cover of N and j is the canonical inclusion of z(P)Q in Q, it is clear that 
pj is also a ~-p-projective cover of N (because (z(P)Q)~rj,= Q~rp and Ker(pj)e 
Now, let T= tp(Ker(pj)) and let Q '= (r(P)Q)/T. Since Im(pj) e ~-p(N) and 
Ne Ap, pj is an epimorphism and we get an exact sequence 
0 ~ Ker(pj)/T-,  Q'-, N--, 0 
where Q', being a quotient of a codivisible module by a torsion submodule, is also 
~rp-codivisible (and z(P)-accessible) and Kerq=Ker(pj)/T is ~-p-torsion-free. 
Moreover, KerqeS~-p(Q') and, as Q'eAp,  we have in fact that Kerq is super- 
fluous in Q'; whence q : Q'--*N is a codivisible cover of N. [] 
Let Ap(M) denote the set of z(P)-accessible submodules of M. Since any sum of 
z(P)-accessible submodules i clearly r(P)-accessible, Ap(M) is a complete lattice 
in which the intersection is given by A~Xi = r(P)(NIXi). The maximum of this lat- 
tice is precisely r(P)M. 
Proposition 5.4. Let Me R-Mod. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Ap(M) is a supplemented lattice. 
(ii) M is a ~-~supplemented module. 
Proof. (i)= (ii): Let xcM.  Then ~(P)XeAp(M) and so there exists a supplement 
of r(P)X in the lattice Ap(M), say Ye Ap(M). Then, Y is a Yp-supplement of X, 
for we have that r (P)X+ Y= r(P)M and thus X+ Y= r(P)M, which means X+ Ye  
Yp(M). Moreover, if Y'C Yis such that X+ Y'e Yp(M), then r(P)MCX+ Y" and 
so r(P)M= r(P)X+ r(P) Y', from which it follows (since Yis a supplement of z(P)X 
in Ap(M))  that r(P)Y'= Y, so that Y'= Y. 
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(ii) = (i): If Xe  Ap(M) and Y is a Y-p-supplement of X in M, then a straightfor. 
ward calculation shows that ~:(P)YeAp(M) is a supplement of X in Ap(M). [:] 
Corollary 5.5. Let Me Ap. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Ap(M) is a supplemented lattice. 
(ii) M is °Jp-supplemented. 
(iii) M is supplemented. 
Proof. Since z(P)M=M, we see that for X, YCM, X+ Y=M if and only if 
X+ z(P)Y=M, and so it follows easily that a supplement o fX in  Mis  just a supple- 
ment of r(P)X in Ap(M). Then we get the result by using Proposition 5.4. [] 
Corollary 5.6. Let Q be a strongly ~p-projective module. Then, the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) Q is z(P)-semiperfect. 
(ii) Ap(Q) is supplemented. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.3, Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 3.6. [] 
Proposition 5.7. Let Q be a r(P)-accessible and y-p-codivisible module. The follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Q is r(P)-semiperfect. 
(ii) Q is supplemented. 
(iii) O_ = Q/tp(R)Q is a semiperfect R/tp(R)-module. 
In particular, if  P' is a projective r(P)-accessible module, then P' is r(P)-semi- 
perfect if and only if P' is semiperfect. 
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 5.2, Corollary 5.5 
and Corollary 5.6. 
To show that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, note that, since Q is y-p-codivisible, it
follows from [19, Theorem 8] that ~ is projective as a R/tp(R)-module. Then (iii) 
is equivalent to the fact that Q is a supplemented R/tp(R)-module and this in turn 
is equivalent to (~ being a supplemented R-module. By Corollary 5.5, this happens 
if and only if Q is ~-p-supplemented, that is, if and only if Q is y-p-supplemented 
(because Q~p= (~p). Using again Corollary 5.5, we see that this condition is equi- 
valent to (ii). [] 
Corollary 5.8. Let Q be a z(P)-accessible and Yp-codivisible module. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Q is semiperfect. 
(ii) Q has a projective cover and it is supplemented. 
Proof.  (i) = (ii): Clear.. 
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(i i)= (i): Let e :P '~Q be a projective cover of Q. From [4, Theorem 2.7] it 
follows that Ker eCtp(P'). Since Q is supplemented, it follows from Proposition 
5.7 that Q is z(P)-semiperfect and, as Q~p=P'~p, it is clear from Theorem 5.3 that 
P'  is also r(P)-semiperfect. Moreover, since Q is z(P)-accessible it is generated by 
P and, inasmuch as Ker e is superfluous, we have that P' is also generated by P, 
that is, P' is r(P)-accessible. Thus it follows from Proposition 5.7 that P '  is semi- 
perfect. [] 
Examples 5.9. If Q is not ~-p-codivisible, then the above result does not hold. For 
instance, one may take P a non-semiperfect projective module such that Rad(P) is 
superfuous in P and P/Rad(P) is semisimple. Thus if R is a semilocal (i.e., semi- 
simple modulo the radical) ring which is not semiperfect, hen R/Rad(R) satisfies 
(ii) but not (i) in Corollary 5.8. On the other hand, there are non-projective modules 
which satisfy the equivalent conditions of Corollary 5.8. For instance, let R = (0 z Q) 
[22] and P the ideal ~ QQ). Then z(P)=P and tp(P)=~ Qo). Thus it is clear that 
P/tp(P) is a non-projective module which satisfies the equivalent conditions of 
Corollary 5.8 and so R is a z(P)-semiperfect module (i.e., R is a ~p-semiperfect 
ring). More generally we have: 
Corollary 5.10. Let P ~ R-Mod a projective module. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) P is ~(P)-semiperfect. 
(ii) P is semiperfect. 
(iii) P/tp(P) is semiperfect. 
(iv) P/tp(P) is supplemented. 
(v) P has a superfluous submodule K such that P/K is ~p-codivisible and supple- 
mented. 
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from Proposition 5.7 and 
(ii) ~ (iii), (iii) = (iv) are clear. 
(iv) = (v): Since P is ~p-codivisible, P/tp(P) is also ~p-codivisible. Now, tp(P) 
is ~-p-superfluous in P and since P is z(P)-accessible, we have that tp(P) is super- 
fluous in P. 
(v) = (ii): I fK  satisfies the hypotheses in (v) it follows from Corollary 5.8 that P/K 
is semiperfect and hence P is also semiperfect. [] 
In a similar way we have: 
Corollary 5.11. Let P, P' be projective R-modules such that P' is z(P)-accessible and 
let Q= P'/T, with T a ~p-torsion submodule of  P'. Then Q is semiperfect if and 
only if  Q is supplemented. 
Recall that a module M is called ~(P)-artinian if M satisfies the descending chain 
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condition on z(P)-accessible submodules [1, p. 95]. On the other hand, a projective 
module P is perfect [15] if p(i) is semiperfect for every set I. The following result 
supplies examples of z(P)-semiperfect modules. 
Proposition 5.12. Let P ~ R-Mod be a z(P)-artinian projective module. Then every 
left R-module is r(P)-semiperfect and, in particular, P is a perfect module. 
Proof. If P is r(P)-artinian, then it is ~-p-artinian [1, Prop. 8.4] and since P~p is a 
generator of (R, Y-p)-Mod [1, Prop. 8.6], we have that (R, ~p)-Mod is equivalent to 
a category S-Mod, where S is a left artinian ring [1, Theorem 12.12]. Thus, every 
object of (R, Jp)-Mod is semiperfect and so, every left R-module is z(P)-semi- 
perfect by Theorem 5.3. In particular, p(I) is z(P)-semiperfect for every set I and 
so it is semiperfect (Proposition 5.7). Hence, P is a perfect module. [] 
For instance, let R be the ring considered in Example 5.9. Then it is clear that 
P= ~ Q) is a r(P)-artinian module (in fact, R itself is ~(P)-artinian) and so every 
left R-module is r(P)-semiperfect. Nevertheless, R is not a semiperfect ring. 
By results of [15] and [23], if P is a projective left R-module then EndR(P) is a 
semiperfect (resp., left perfect) ring if and only if P is a finitely generated semi- 
perfect (resp., perfect) module. A simpler proof of this was given in [20]. Here we 
give a different proof using torsion-theoretic echniques. As in [20], we may assume 
that P is a finitely generated module, and so we prove the following result: 
Theorem 5.13 (Mares-Ware). Let P be a finitely generated projective R-module. 
Then P is perfect (resp., semiperfect) if and only i f  EndR (P) is a left perfect (resp., 
semiperfect ) ring. 
Proof. We do only the perfect case. If P is a finitely generated projective module, 
then P~p is a projective generator of the category (R, ~-p)-Mod [1, Prop. 8.6] and 
it is also a finitely generated object of (R, Yp)-Mod by [21, Prop. 1.1, p. 262]. 
Thus, by a weU-known result of Mitchell, the category (R, ~p)-Mod is equivalent to 
S-Mod where S= Endt¢~p).Mod(P~) and S corresponding to P~ (see, e.g., [21, p. 
223]). But we also have that S=EndR(P) [1, Prop. 8.6]. Then S is left perfect if 
and only if S tl) is a semiperfect left S-module for every set I and this is equivalent 
to pt]) being a semiperfect object of (R, Jp)-Mod for every I. Since the functor 
a:R-Mod-~(R, Yp)-Mod preserves coproducts, this is in turn equivalent to ptl) 
Y-p-semiperfect and, by Proposition 5.7, to ptl) semiperfect for every set I, that is, 
to P being perfect. [] 
Recall that a left R-module M is said to be counter-artinian if it is artinian as a 
right S-module, with S=EndR(M). We record the following consequences of
Theorem 5.13. 
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Corollary 5.14. Let R P be a finitely generated projective left R-module and P~ = 
HomR (P, R) the dual module. Then we have: 
(i) R P is semiperfect if and only if  P~ is semiperfect. 
(ii) R P is perfect if and only if  P~ satisfies the descending chain condition on 
finitely generated z(P*)-accessible submodules. 
(iii) I f  RP satisfies the descending chain condition on finitely generated z(P)- 
accessible submodules, then RP is semiperfect. 
(iv) I f  R P is counter-artinian, then RP is perfect. 
Proof. (i) P* is a finitely generated projective right R-module and with our conven- 
tion of writing endomorphisms opposite scalars we have, since P is reflexive, that 
EndR(RP)=EndR(P~). Thus, P is semiperfect if and only if EndR(P~) is a semi- 
perfect ring, that is, if and only if P~ is semiperfect. 
(ii) As in (i), RP is perfect if and only if EndR(P~) is left perfect. By a well- 
known theorem of Bj6rk, this happens if and only if EndR (P~) has the descending 
chain condition on finitely generated right ideals. Using [1, Coroll. 4.10] we see that 
this is equivalent to the fact that P~ satisfies the descending chain condition on 
finitely generated z(P*)-accessible submodules. 
(iii) Since P=P**  and RP satisfies the descending chain condition on finitely 
generated z(P)-accessible submodules, we get from (ii) that P~ is a perfect module 
and thus it is semiperfect. Then, using (i) we see that RP is semiperfect. 
(iv) If RP is counter-artinian then R R is J'-p.-artinian [1, Theorem 12.9] and thus 
P~ is Y-p.-artinian [1, Coroll. 12.5]. Then P~ satisfies the condition stated in (ii) [1, 
Prop. 8.4] and so RP is perfect. 
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